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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the system of renewal-type integral equations 
Jw> = +(t> +j: El Mdt - 4~,@), i = 1, 2,..,, m, (1.1) 
1 
where each zi(t) is a given measurable function bounded on every finite 
interval and vanishing for t < 0 and each Pii is a distribution function that 
vanishes for t < 0. If we let F(t) be the m x m matrix (F,(t)), Z(t) the 
column vector (z+(t),,.., .zm(t))’ andA the column vector (MI(t),..., Mm(t))‘, 
equation (1.1) may be written as 
AZ(t) = Z(t) + 9 *d(t), (1.2) 
where the operation “*” of convolution of two matrices is defined in the 
same way as matrix multiplication except that we convolve elements rather 
than multiply them. 
The asymptotic behavior of the solution vector d(t) has been determined 
in [2] in certain cases of interest under the assumption the matrix *(co) is 
irreducible (the irreducible case). More specifically, it was established in [2] 
that under certain regularity conditions M,(t) N CieDlt as t + cc where OL 
is a constant that does not depend on i. The purpose of the present paper is to 
extend the results in [2] to allow S( co) to be a reducible matrix (the reducible 
case). As we shall see, the reducible case yields a much richer theory. By 
dropping only the assumption that 9(co) is irreducible we shall obtain 
limiting expressions of the type M,(t) N Cit7teait where Ci , ri , and CQ may 
all depend on i. 
* This research was supported by the research participation program of the Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory. 
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The system of integral equations (1.1) has applications in various types of 
age-dependent branching processes. In Section 4 we will deduce some 
limiting expressions for the first moments of a reducible (decomposable) 
multidimensional age-dependent branching process. 
2. THE IRREDUCIBLE CASE 
In this section we shall present some results for the irreducible case, some 
of which are new, which we will need for the investigation of the reducible 
case. 
A square matrix JZ! with nonnegative entries is said to be reducible if there 
is a permutation of the columns of d that, together with the same permuta- 
tion of the rows of ~2, puts & into the form 
where 99 and 9 are square matrices. Otherwise d is said to be irreducible. 
It should be pointed out that although it was assumed in [2] that each entry 
in the matrix P( co) was strictly positive, all of the arguments go over without 
change under the weaker assumptions that F( co) is irreducible and either at 
least one of the distribution functions Fti(t) on the main diagonal has a point 
of increase or at least one of the off-diagonal distribution functions F,(t), 
i # j, has at least two points of increase. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose z(t) is bounded on finite intervals, vanishes for t < 0, 
and z(t)/tk + c as t + 03 for some nomegative integer k and$nite constant c. 
Suppose also that F(t) is a distribution function that vanishes for t < 0. 
(i) If F(m) < 00, then 
1 t 
F 1 z(t - u)F(du) -cF(co) as t-+02. 
0 
(ii) If F(t)/t + b as t -+ CO then 
bc 
z(t - u) F(du) -+ k+l as t-03. 
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) are elementary and are probably well-known. 
However, it turned out that the author could not find the proof of either in 
the literature. Since the proof of (ii) is slightly harder we shall give it below 
and omit the proof of (i). 
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By breaking the integral up into the sum of the integrals from 0 to t - t’ 
and from t - t’ to t and by adding and subtracting 
bc s t-t’ - tk+’ (t -#jk d”0 
we obtain 





(t - ti)kF(du) 
-b jf’ (t - u)~ du / (2.1) 
+ lbcl 
Is 
t-t' (t - ?I>" du _ e-!e 
tk+l o KS-1 
+'jI 
t"+l tMt' 
/ z(t - u)l F(du). 
Choose t’ so large that ( z(t)/tk - c 1 < E for t >, t’. Then for t > t’ the first 
term on the right side of (2.1) is 
One sees by direct integration that the third term on the right side of (2.1) 
approaches zero as t + 00. The last term is 
44 < sup - 
( 1 o<x<co xk 
f(F(t) -F(t - t’))-+O as t-03. 
By integrating by parts we get the second term on the right side of (2.1) to be 
d w 1 F(t - t’) - b(t - t’)[ + w j”-’ 1 F(u) - bu 1 (t - u)k--l du. 
0 
The first term in this expression clearly approaches zero as t + cc and for 
k 3 1 the second term is 
< y[F(t) + bt)+O as t+cO. 
Similar arguments apply when k = 0. 
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We shall also need the following notion used by Feller [4] in proving the 
key renewal theorem in a very general form. For a fixed h > 0, let m, and M, 
denote the minimum and maximum, respectively, in the interval 
(n - 1) h < t < nh of a function z(t) that vanishes for t < 0, and let 
s = h.Zm, and S = hL’iI& . Feller calls z(t) “directly Riemann integrable” 
whenever these sums converge absolutely and S - s < E for h sufficiently 
small. 
The following two lemmas will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. If z(t), t > 0, is a nonnegative function which is Riemann 
integrable and is dominated by a monotone function which is integrable on [0, co) 
then z(t) is directly Riemann integrable. 
Proof. The proof is elementary and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 2.3. If x(t) . R as iemann integrable onfinite intervals and the distribu- 
tion function F(t) has no singular component, then f(t) = J z(t - u)F(du) is 
Riemann integrable on finite intervals. 
Proof. We shall use the fact that a function is Riemann integrable if and 
only if its set of discontinuities has Lebesque measure zero. 
Using Fatou’s lemma we see that 
where 
L(t) = liy$p If(t + h) -f (t)l < 1 s(t - u)F(du), 
s(t) = liy+;up 1 x(t + h) - x(t)1 . 
By decomposing F into its absolutely continuous part F,, and its atomic part 
Fd we get 
L(t) < I,, s(t - 4Fc&W, 
where D, is the u set on which s(t - u) is positive. Therefore, L(t) = 0 unless 
t = a + b where a is a point for which s(a) is positive and b is a point of 
discontinuity of Fd(t). However Fd(t) can have only a countable number 
of discontinuities and so the set of such t’s has Lebesque measure zero. 
When s(co) is an irreducible matrix limit theorems for the vector d(t) 
must be given in two parts depending on whether or not, using the termino- 
logy of [2], F(t) is a “lattice matrix.” Although the same dichotomy may be 
made when .9( co) is reducible, in order to simplify matters we shall consider 
only the nonlattice case since it seems to be by far the most important. The 
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reader may consult [2] for the definition of a lattice matrix. We shall only 
note that if at least one distribution functions Fii(t) has an absolutely con- 
tinuous part then the matrix S(t) is not a lattice matrix. 
In the remainder of the paper we shall assume therefore that 9(t) is not a 
lattice matrix. As in [2] we shall also assume that for some i and j the distribu- 
tion function Fii(t) is not concentrated at the origin and that p(S(0)) < 1 
where p(d) denotes the largest eigenvalue of the matrix d. 
Define recursively the matrices Stn)(t) by S(O)(t) = (s,(t)) where 
&(t) = 1 if t > 0 and i =j and &(t) = 0 otherwise, F(l)(t) = 9(t) and 
Fn+l)(t) = 9-J * F(t). N ow put e!(t) = ~~=, S(n)(t). Furthermore let 
Gij(s) = J: e-“%F. du & ), 59(s) = (Gii(s)), denote the determinant of 
9 - S’(s) by d(s) and let (cii(s)) be the adjoint matrix of 9 - 9(s) where X 
is an m x m identity matrix. Define (Y to be the unique number (if it exists) 
that makes p(%(o)) = 1. Ob serve that (Y always exists and is positive if S(co) 
has finite entries and p(g(co)) > 1, cx = 0 if p(S(co)) = 1, and a: < 0, 
provided it exists, for p(S(co)) < 1. Finally, let 3?(a) be the matrix whose 
ij-th entry is 
whenever sy te-a”Fij(dt) < cc for each i and j. If this integral is infinite for 
some i and j let 39(e) be the zero matrix. 
We shall also use the following matrix notations. If d(t) = (A,(t)) and 
~2 = (AJ then d(t) --f ~2 as t + co means, as usual, that A,(t) -+ & as 
t - co for each i and j. The symbol J&(t) will denote the matrix whose ij-th 
entry is the Lebesque integral on [0, co) of the ij-th entry of d(t). 
THEOREM 2.1. 
(i) The integral equation (1.2) has a unique solution that is bounded on$nite 
intervals and vanishes for t < 0. This solution is 
Aqt) = 9!! * 23?(t). 
(ii) If 9( a) is irreducible and p(g(c~)) = 1, then 
%(t + h) - %(t) + W(O) as t+co 
for each positive h. 
(iii) If 9( a~) is irreducible, the numbs 01 exists, and e-%,(t) is directly 
Riemunn integrable for each i then 
eeat&%(t) --t L%?(a) 1 eeaUZ(u) as t-co. 
409/3=/3-4 
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(iv) If F( 03) is irreducible, the number OL exists, and 
& w-+g as t+cc 
for some vector 9, nonnegative integer k, and number a > OL, then 
&X(t)+ [S - S(a)]-l V as t-+cO. 
(v) Under the same hypotheses as (iv) except that (Y = a, we have 
Proof. Parts (i), (ii) and (iii) are restatements of facts from [2]. To prove 
(iv) let .9(t) = edt.S’(t), A(t) = e-at&(t) and let g(t) be the m x m 
matrix whose ij-th component is 
Then it easy to show that d(t) satisfies 
d(t) = d+(t) + sf *A?(t), 
and that g(,)(t), the n-fold convolution of the matrix @E(t) with itself, has 
~~e-a~Fjjn’(du) as its ij-th element. Therefore, by (i) 
J?(t) = 4 * S(t) (2.2) 
where 
a?(t) = 2 s(t), 
n-0 
Since 
@(co) = f &(a) = [S - %(a)]-l. 
n=o 
If we now apply part (i) of Lemma 2.1 to the i-th component of the vector 
equation (2.2) we get 
- U) tr,,(du) + t oii(oo) cj as t-+cO, 
j=l 
(2.3) 
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where &(t), otij(t), and cj denote, respectively, the components of S?(t), 
e(t), and ‘47. 
To prove (v) we proceed in exactly the same way as we did in the proof of 
(iv) except we replace a by a, replace k by K + 1 in (2.3), appeal to part (ii) 
of Lemma 2.1 rather than part (i) and use the fact that by part (i) of Theorem 
2.1. 
f g(t) -+ 9(a) as t+co. 
3. THE REDUCIBLE CASE 
If S(a) is reducible, then (Gantmacher [5]) by a permutation of the rows 
of S(t) together with the same permutation of its columns, I may be 
put into the form, 
where each &“lt(~) is either a 1 x 1 zero matrix or is a square irreducible 
matrix. Note that if we apply the same permutation to the components of 
the vectors M(t) and S(t) then the system of integral equations (1.1) is 
unchanged. We shall assume from now on that these permutations have been 
completed and also that no matrix SQoo) on the main diagonal is a zero 
matrix. 
The representation (3.1) induces a partition of the integers 1, 2,..., m into d 
disjoint classes C, ,..., C, so that 
For a, 6 = I,2 ,..., d we define 
and a,(,) to be the matrix derived from S’&t) in the same way that S?(a) 
is derived from S(t). We shall say that “a follows b” (in symbols, b -+ a) if 
for some i there are submatrices S$Jco), ZQ(co),..., S&(OO), none of 
which are zero matrices. We shall say, also, that “a follows b directly” (in 
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symbols b 3 CZ) if a # b and the matrix F&,(oo) is not a zero matrix. The 
system of equations (1.2) can now be written in the form, 
-4(t) = a,(t) + c 6b * -4(t) + =%a * da(t), 
b=-a 
a = 1, 2 ,...) d. P-2) 
Since each ~&CO) is an irreducible matrix we shall be able to apply parts 
(iii), (iv), and (v) of Th eorem 2.1 to (3.2) to determine the asymptotic behav- 
iour of the vector Aa( 
Let a, be the number (if it exists) for which f(saca(ola)) = 1, let 
Pa = max(ai : i -+ u} and let ra be the largest number of distinct indices 
. . 
21 Y,~Ta such that &--+is-+**.+i,. +a and /3, =cyil = -1. = 01~ . Note 
that ra may equal but cannot excee: a. 
r. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the number aa exists for each a, each matrix 
‘3&3a), a # b has all fkite entries, the components of the vector ehOlatTa(t) 
are directly Riemann integrable for each a, and none of the distribution functions 
F,,(t), i,j = 1, 2 ,..., m have a singular component. Then 
(i) if ra = 1 (i.e., (II, > 01~ for all b for which 6 => u) then CX, = Pa and 
e-““tdZa(t) --)r B&3,) 1 e+ [Z,(t) + C %b * J%(t)] as t-co; 
baa 
(3.3) 
(ii) if ra > 1 and 01, < Iga then 
where E1 is the set of indices b such that b =- a, j$, = fl, and rb = r,; 
(iii) if r, > 1 and CY, = pa then 
where E2 is defked in the same way as E1 except r. is replaced by ra - 1. 
Each of the limits in (i), (ii), and (iii) is a vector with finite components. 
In addition, if for each a = 1, 2,..., d we have $ tee”atFij(t) < CO fbr all 
i, jE C,, and Se- ~‘~9’~ t)( is a nonnegative vector for all a with at least one 
positive component whenever there is no b such that 6 + a, then each of the 
limits in (i), (ii), and (iii) is a vector whose components are all positive. Hence, 
under these conditions the asymptotic form of the vector A?(t) is completely 
determined. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on a. Assume the theorem is true for 
all integers less then a (This implies the theorem is true for all b such that 
b * a) and first take the case r. = 1. If there is no b such that b * a (i) follows 
directly from Theorem 2.l(iii). If however there is such a b then &, < /I, 
and by induction (e-Bbt/t~-i) &,(t) converges to a finite vector. By applying 
Lemma2.l(i) to each of the components we see that (e+t/trb-i) Sal, * Jki6(t) 
also converges to a finite vector as t -+ co. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 the com- 
ponents of eeBBtFab * .&,(t) are directly Riemann integrable. The conclusion 
(i) now follows by applying Theorem 2.l(iii). 
Now take case (ii) and suppose ra > 1 and 01, = pa . If b * a and b 6 E, 
then either & < /?a or Br, = /& and 7b < r, - 1. Again by induction 
($b/t~-i)&‘~(t) converges to a finite vector as t -+ co and by applying Lemma 
2,1(i), [e-fl~t/tr~-zJ 9& c &Z*(t) + 0 as t 4 cc. Moreover, since the compo- 
nents of e-satZG(t) are directly Riemann integrable we know that 
(e-6at/tra-1) Z,(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00. However, if b E E, then by induction, 
using (i) if Y, = 2 and (ii) and (iii) if ra > 2, and by Lemma 2.1(i), 
,-Rat 
3 %b * &b@) + sab(&) * v 
as t -+ CD for some finite vector V. The conclusion (iii) now follows by 
applying Theorem 2. I(v). 
The proof of (ii) follows in a similar fashion by applying (iv) of Theorem 2.1 
instead of (v). 
To see that the components of the limit vector are all positive in each case 
note that in (i) and (iii) the matrix 99&Q h as all positive entries (see [2]) 
and that in (ii), since S&(oo) is irreducible, each entry of the matrix 
[S - ~‘,,(~,)]-1 is positive, also. Moreover, by induction, the matrices which 
are premultiplied by S?,&3J in (i) and (iii) and [Y - ‘9&J3,)]-r in (ii) are all 
nonnegative with at least one positive component. 
4. AN APPLICATION TO A BRANCHING PROCESS 
Let us illustrate Theorem 3.1 by applying it to the moments of a reducible 
(decomposable) age-dependent branching process in which there are m 
different genotypes. The reader may consult Mode [7] for a more thorough 
description of the process. Let mij < co denote the expected number of 
offspring of thej-th genotype of an individual of the i-th genotype, let &(t) 
denote the expected number of individuals of the j-th genotype alive at time t 
that descend from a single individual of the i-th genotype born at time t = 0, 
and let G,(t) be the distribution of the life-span of an individual of the i-th 
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genotype. We will assume that each G,(t) is a proper distribution function 
which vanishes for t < 0 and that at least one Gi(t) is not arithmetic. It may 
be shown (Mode [7]) that the moments Mij(t) satisfy 
Mij(t) = S&l - G,(t)) + $r /I m,,&frJt - U) Gi(du), i,j = 1, 2,..., m. 
(1.4) 
Let us suppose that the matrix &’ = (mij) is reducible and to keep things 
simple that 
where dir and Jcaiz are square irreducible matrices and &a1 # 0. The repre- 
sentation (4.2) implies that the genotypes may be divided into two classes 
Cr and C’s and individuals with genotypes in class Ca may have offspring 
whose genotype is in class C, but not vice versa. We may write 
4b = (%k,.jcb , i,j = 1.2. 




%tAt) = (m&(4)~~c,.~scb for 
then (4.1) may be written in the form 
-&j(t) = slj(t) + 41 * 4j(t> 
and 
a= 1,2 
a,b = I,2 
(4.3) 
A2j(t) = a2j(t> + %I * Mlj(t) + %2 * d2j(t), (4.4) 
j = 1, 2,..., m. There are two cases one must consider. If j E C’s then 
Z?‘n(t) = 0 and the solution of (4.3) is &rj = 0. We then see that (4.4) is a 
system of renewal equations of the irreducible type and Theorem 2.1 may be 
used to determine the asymptotic behaviour of &u(t). However, if j E C, 
we have a genuine reducible case to which we can apply Theorem 3.1. 
Assuming the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied, an application of the 
theorem yields the results which are tabulated in Table I. In each case 
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PY&)1 “J&(4 * gai > a = 1, 2, and the number pa is the largest eigenvalue 
of the matrix &,, , a = 1, 2. It is interesting to note that in cases 1,6, and 11 
we get a rate of growth that is not purely exponential. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(i) By using Theorem 3.1 or a similar theorem one should be able to 
obtain convergence-in-mean-square limit theorems for the reducible multi- 
dimensional age-dependent branching process somewhat similar to the almost 
sure type limit theorems obtained by Kesten and Stigum [6] for the reducible 
(decomposable) multidimensional Galton-Watson process. In a sense the 
multidimensional age-dependent process seems to be less complex than the 
multidimensional Galton-Watson process since apparently in the former 
one need not distinguish between the “positive-regular” and the “periodic” 
cases. 
(ii) The age-dependent process referred to in Section 4 is by no means 
the only application of the system of equations (1.1). Mode [8] has studied a 
multidimensional version of the general age-dependent process formulated 
in [3] to which Theorem 3.1 may be applied. 
By considering a branching process in which individuals migrate from one 
colony to another as in the process studied by Bailey [l] except that there are 
only m < co different colonies, one is led to consider a system of integral 
equations of the type (1.1). Recently the author has applied Theorem 3.1 
to obtain some interesting results for such a process. 
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